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In this study the internal validity of efficacy studies of language therapy for
aphasic patients is discussed. The lack of sufficient internal validity is demonstrated
with respect to research designs used in these studies and the statistical power of
their statistical significance tests. The internal validity problems are viewed as the
major cause of the conflicting conclusions in the efficacy studies in the past three
decades. Q 1991 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION
Aphasia is most often a tragic disturbance of an individual’s language
proficiency. Becoming aphasic after a cerebrovascular accident, for example, means a severe reduction of communicative
ability. It is understandable that researchers and language therapists intensively search for
methods to rehabilitate the language proficiency of aphasic patients. Language therapy programs have been developed and evaluated scientifically
for their efficacy; sometimes language therapists have to improvise and
very little is known about the effects of their therapy. In so far as therapy
programs have been evaluated, the results are contradictory: some studies
suggest language therapy has no more effect than general counseling or
no therapy at all (e.g., Samo, Silverman, & Sands, 1970; Lincoln, Mulley,
Jones, McGuirk, Lendrem, & Mitchell, 1984; Prins, Schoonen, & Vermeulen, 1989). Other studies, however, claim to demonstrate the efficacy
of certain therapy programs (e.g., Vignolo, 1964; Gloning, Trappl, Heiss,
& Quatember,
1969; Hagen, 1973; Basso, Capitani, & Vignolo, 1979;
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Gloning, Trappl, Heiss, & Quatember, 1976; Basso, Faglioni, & Vignolo,
1975). These contradictory results might be explained by the invalidity of
at least some of the studies. One possible explanation is the limited
generalizability
of the studies. Positive results of a therapy program with
a specific sample, for example Broca patients with telegraphic speech, do
not guarantee the same effects with other samples. Aphasic syndromes
are very complex and it is not certain whether the positive effects of
therapy can be replicated with other samples of patients. Furthermore,
positive results with very restricted language tasks do not guarantee progress on a broader, more functional language task.
However, contradictions among research outcomes are not confined to
studies with qualitatively different samples or very dissimilar tasks. Thus
the limited generalizability
cannot be the only explanation for the conflicting results. We strongly believe the limited internal validity of efficacy
studies is the most important cause of the conflicting results. Cook and
Campbell (1979) use the term internal validity “to refer to the validity
with which statements can be made about whether there is a causal relationship from one variable [e.g., treatment, RS] to another [e.g., language proficiency, RS] in the form in which the variables were manipulated
or measured” (o.c. p. 38). Consequently, there are reasons to disbelieve
the outcomes of efficacy studies. Cook and Campbell give numerous examples of threats to the internal validity of efficacy studies, such as maturation (i.e., spontaneous neurological recovery) of the subjects, testretest effects, the use of different tests (or clinical raters) at pre- and
post-test, sampling of subjects associated with motivation or related variables in experimental and control groups (o.c. p. 51 ff), and the invalidity
of the conclusions because of improper use of statistical significance tests
(o.c. p. 80 ff).
In this paper, we concentrate on two aspects of the internal validity of
efficacy studies concerning the effects of language therapy for aphasic
patients. We confine ourselves to the research design and statistical significance testing (i.e., “statistical conclusion validity”). Both of these aspects of efficacy studies are problematic. Due to a lack of experimental
control, a weak research design might lead to the erroneous conclusion
that language therapy is beneficial for aphasic patients. Due to a lack of
statistical power, a small sample size in efficacy studies might lead to the
erroneous conclusion that language therapy is ineffective.
First, we briefly discuss some major methodological
problems in the
research designs used in the efficacy studies. Second, we touch upon
problems in statistical significance testing in these studies.
DESIGN
The characteristics of the research design determine the extent to which
a researcher can exclude alternative explanations for his research out-
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comes, for example improved language ability. If a patient has improved
during a period of language therapy, we want to be certain the language
therapy has caused the gain in scores and not something else, for example
spontaneous recovery or motivation.
Of course, behavioral research will
never be completely perfect, but certain research designs have intrinsic
structural weaknesses, leading to little or no control over undesirable
intervening variables (Kerlinger, 1973; Cook & Campbell, 1979).
A researcher who wants to determine whether language improvement
has taken place, whatever the cause may be, compares the language
proficiency of an aphasic patient or a sample of aphasic patients at two
times (T, and T,). This comparison of T2 and T, scores can give an
indication of the improvement,
in other words a pretest-post-test
design
seems to be a prerequisite for the evaluation of language proficiency
improvement.
The observation of language proficiency improvement
(T2 - T,) does
not in itself guarantee any causal relationship with the language therapy.
Alternative unintended explanations can also account for the explanation
of the “improvement.”
For example, the researcher cannot exclude “spontaneous neurological recovery” as possible cause of the improved scores.
Another methodological
artifact might be the “test-retest effect” due to
the patient’s familiarity with the test, test assistant, and/or testing procedure. If rating scales are used to evaluate the efficacy of language
therapy, and therapists or relatives rate the language proficiency of the
patient after a period of therapy (cf. Marks, Taylor, & Rusk, 1957; Wertz,
Collins, Weiss, Kurtzke, Friden, Brookshire, Pierce, Holzapple, Hubbard,
Porch, West, Davis, Matovich, Morley, & Resurrection, 1981; Lincoln et
al., 1984) as a result of “effort justification”
(Festinger, 1957; Rosenthal,
1969), the raters are inclined to give biased ratings in favor of improvement.
For a proper and valid evaluation of the efficacy of language therapy,
obviously control is needed. One of the best ways to establish control is,
of course, by introducing a control group subjected to the same procedures
as the experimental group. The only difference between the groups should
be the therapy received.
Control is only adequately established if the control group (the untreated group) and the experimental group (the treated group) are comparable in as many relevant respects as possible. Random allocation of
the aphasic patients to the two groups should exclude systematic differences between the groups. Another less common way to ensure the comparability of the groups is to match patients on relevant variables.
In establishing control in a research design, the researcher specifies the
kind of control. Which research question or hypothesis does he or she
want to answer or support? Does the researcher want to support the
hypothesis that language therapy is effective for aphasic patients? Or,
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does he or she want to support the hypothesis that the experimental
therapy X is more effective than the traditional language therapy Y? In
the past, research in both directions has been conducted. Hagen (1973),
Basso et al. (1975, 1979)) Dordain and Normand (1981), and Lincoln et
al. (1984) have compared the efficacy of language therapy to “the effect
of no therapy.” Meikle, Wechsler, Tupper, Bennenson, Butler, and Mullhall (1979), David, Enderby, and Bainton (1982), and Hartman and Landau (1987) have investigated the efficacy of their experimental language
therapy by comparing it to the efficacy of other traditional
forms of
therapy. A third group of studies has addressed both questions (Shewan
& Kertesz, 1984; Wertz, Weiss, Aten, Brookshire, Garcia-Butiuel,
Holland, Kurtzke, LaPointe, Milianti, Brannegan, Greenbaum, Marshall, Vogel, Carter, Barnes, & Goodman, 1986; Prins et al., 1989). They have
compared three or more groups, one receiving no therapy and the others
receiving different kinds of therapy.
Research Design in the Efficacy Studies

Taking into consideration the need of a pretest and a control group,
both important if not necessary to draw valid research conclusions about
the efficacy of language therapy, we reviewed 35 efficacy studies. This
list of 35 probably does not contain all the efficacy studies conducted in
the past few decades, but it does contain the studies most often cited to
support either an optimistic or a pessimistic view on the efficacy of language therapy. In regard to each efficacy study, we determined whether
there was a pretest, whether a control group (without therapy or with
traditional therapy) was involved, and whether the control group could
be considered comparable to the experimental group as a result of proper
randomization or matching. Table 1 summarizes the results of this review.
Table 1 reveals that most of the studies (32 of 35) included a pretest
in their design, so that improvement
(i.e., a gain in test scores) could be
assessed. However, further control was only very weakly attained. Thirteen studies had no control group. In these studies, it is impossible to
determine any causal relation between a gain in scores and the therapy
received (e.g., Sands, Sarno, & Shankweiler, 1969; Aten, Caligiuri, &
Holland, 1982; Helm-Estabrooks,
Fitzpatrick, & Baresi, 1982). The remaining 22 studies had some kind of control. Sixteen of them had at least
a control group which had not had any specific language therapy (e.g.,
Prins & van Steenbrugge, 1981; Richters, Wagenaar, Houwen, & Spaans,
1976; Lincoln et al., 1984; Shewan & Kertesz, 1984). Differences between
the experimental
and the control groups at post-test might be due to
language therapy. Six studies only had a “traditional”
therapy group as
control. In these studies, the researcher could not determine whether
language therapy was effective as such, but only whether one type of
therapy was more or less effective than the other.
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TABLE 1
THIRTY-FIVE EMPIRICAL STUDIES AND THREE DESIGN CHARACTE~STICS
Control
group

Study
Aten et al. (1982)
Basso et al. (1975)
Basso et al. (1979)
Beyn and Shokhor-Trotskaya (1956)
Broida (1977)
Butfield and Zangwill (1946)
Code (1983)
David et al. (1982)
Dordain and Normand (1981)
Cloning et al. (1969)
Gloning et al. (1976)
Godfrey and Douglas (1959)
Hagen (1973)
Hartman and Landau (1987)
Helm-Estabrooks et al. (1982)
Holland and Sonderman (1974)
Kertesz and McCabe (1977)
Leischner and Linck (1967)
Lincoln et al. (1984)
Marks et al. (1957)
Meikle et al. (1979)
Prins et al. (1989)
Prins and van Steenbrugge (1981)
Richters et al. (1976)
Rose et al. (1976)
Sands et al. (1969)
Sarno and Levita (1979)
Sam0 et al. (1970)
Shewan and Kertesz (1984)
Sparks et al. (1974)
van Steenbrugge and Prins (1981)
Vignolo (1964)
Wertz et al. (1981)
Wertz et al. (1986)
Wiegel-Crump (1976)

Pretest
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*b
-c
*
*
*
*
*
-d
*
*
*
*
*
*
-*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

0

T

-

*
*
*
*b
*II
*
*
*
*I
*g
*
*
*

-a
*
*
*
*
*
*
*f

*
*
*
-

-

*
*
*

Comparability
n.a.
n.a.
na.
n.a.
na.
R
na.
R
na.
na.
n.a.
na.
R
n.a.
R
R
n.a.
M8
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
R
R
R
R

Nate. 0, therapy withheld; T, “traditional” therapy; *, control/pretest present; na., not
applicable; R, randomly assigned; M, matched.
’ Butfield and Zangwill (1946) studied two groups which received the same therapy, but
the two groups differed in the time postonset at which they received the therapy.
’ Gloning et al. (1969, 1976) used a dichotomized “therapy variable” (yes or no therapy).
Although there was a pretest in these studies (screening), the post-test (also dichotomous:
recovered or not) is unrelated to the pretest.
’ The pretest consisted of neurological and physical screening unrelated to the post-test
which assessed the linguistic, psychological, and social functioning.
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Clearly, the least ambiguous interpretations are feasible when language
therapy has been withheld from one of the control groups. Potentially,
these studies enable the researcher to “determine”
the effectiveness of
language therapy by controlling the effects of spontaneous recovery and
test-retest effects. We have put “determine”
in quotation marks since
there still may be problems regarding the comparison of the gain scores
of the experimental treatment group and the control group.
Before differences in gain scores between the treated and the nontreated
groups can be viewed as a treatment effect, one must be sure that the
groups are comparable. A closer look at the 16 studies which have a notreatment control group shows that there is no guarantee about the comparability of the groups. As was noted above, randomization and matching
are two obvious ways to guarantee the comparability
of subject groups.
The subject groups were only constituted by randomization
in 3 of these
16 studies (Lincoln et al., 1984; van Steenbrugge & Prins, 1981; Wertz
et al., 1986). Instead, most groups were formed or chosen for external
reasons, such as geographical, motivational,
or medical reasons and availability of the patients (e.g., Vignolo, 1964; Basso et al., 1975, 1979; Pi-ins
et al., 1989).’ This selection of groups for external reasons threatens the
internal validity of the research outcomes, since differences in gain scores
between the control and the treatment groups are open to other explanations (e.g., motivation or physical condition) than just the treatment
effect.
Randomization
was used in more than the three above-mentioned
studies, but in the remaining six studies randomization
concerned the allocation of patients to an experimental treatment or a traditional or conventional treatment (e.g., Meikle et al., 1979; David et al., 1982; Hartman
& Landau, 1987). In cases where the two or more groups exhibited no
difference at the end of the treatment period, the researcher could not
I Some authors consider random control groups from which therapy is withheld unethical
(Shewan & Kertesz, 1984); for a critical comment on their position, see Prim et al. (1989).

d Leischer and Linck (1967) and Rose, Boby , and Capildeo (1976) carried out retrospective
studies. It is unclear how they assessed the patients’ progress.
’ Of the three groups participating in the study of Prins et al. (1989), one group was not
selected at random. The other patients were randomly allocated to the two remaining groups.
f The studies of Prins and van Steenbrugge (1981) and Sparks, Helm, and Albert (1974)
investigated only one group of patients, but with a design of “repeated measurement”
through which the patients acted as their own control group. Periods of no (or traditional)
therapy are compared with periods of (experimental) therapy.
g Richters et al. (1976) compared a (not randomly) selected group of aphasic patients
which received no therapy with a post hoc “matched” group which did receive therapy.
They also correlated the amount of therapy with the progress of the patient.
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know whether the two treatments were equally effective or whether they
both were ineffective. If one group exhibited higher scores than the other,
the researcher still did not know how this difference should be interpreted.
Maybe one treatment group deteriorated during or because of the therapy,
while the other treatment group remained at the same level as before the
treatment.
Very few studies had an “ideal” design with a pretest and a control
group to which aphasic patients were randomly allocated (cf. “true experiments,” Kerlinger, 1973). Van Steenbrugge and Prins (1981), Lincoln
et al. (1984), and Wertz et al. (1986) were 3 of 3.5 studies with a design
that allowed for a clear interpretation of the research outcomes. However,
this did not guarantee the overall validity of these studies. There may
have been other validity problems in these studies. One problem concerns
the “statistical conclusion validity” (Cook & Campbell, 1979).
STATISTICAL

CONCLUSION

VALIDITY

Research outcomes are not meant to solely pertain to one sample. A
researcher conducting an efficacy study intends or hopes to arrive at
“general conclusions” in the sense that the therapy is not only effective
for Mr. X, Miss Y, or Mrs. Z, but also for comparable subjects (the
population).
In order to generalize conclusions from the sample to the
population of “similar aphasic patients,” researchers use statistical inferences. To limit the risk of drawing general conclusions on chance sample
data, a statistical (significance) test is performed. This statistical evaluation
of research outcomes is more problematic than one would think. We will
not discuss all the possible problems and errors in statistical significance
testing. Interested readers are referred to Hays (1981), Morrison and
Henkel (1970), and Carver (1978). We confine ourselves to the validity
of the conclusion drawn from the significance test.
The assumption one makes using statistical significance tests, is that
“ . . . the characteristics of the population have a determinative influence
on samples drawn from it” (Bakan, 1966: 423-424). What counts for the
whole population of aphasics is assumed to be found in the sample investigated as well. With a statistical significance test, researchers actually
try to falsify with their sample data the general statement that language
therapy has no effect on the language proficiency of aphasic patients (i.e.,
null hypothesis). If the general statement is true, one should find no
difference between the sampled control and the experimental group. Of
course, the observation of large differences between the groups (which
are very unlikely, given the truth of the general statement) would plead
against the null hypothesis and tend to indicate that the assumed truth
of the general statement (H,) is unwarranted. Such an observation may
be referred to as statistically significant, which formally “. . . means that
the probability is low that we would get the type of result we got given
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that the null hypothesis is true” (Carver, 197838). Conventionally,
probabilities (p) lower than 5% allow one to speak of statistically significant
results and to reject the assumed truth of the null hypothesis (i.e., that
language therapy is not effective). We have not “proven” anything about
the magnitude of the therapy effect nor about the probability of the validity
of the alternative hypothesis (to name a few misconceptions about significance testing (cf. Carver, 1978)). And there is still the risk, although
less than 5%, of having drawn a wrong conclusion.
The lack of statistically significant results implies that one cannot reject
the null hypothesis. One has to assume that language therapy has had no
effect, although this assumption can still be wrong. Although language
therapy is generally effective, one may not have found significant results
due to sampling error.
Researchers stipulate the risk of erroneously concluding to have observed treatment effects (a-error) by considering a certain significance
level (conventionally 5%). The risk of claiming that treatment is ineffective
when it actually is effective (p-error) is very often overlooked in research
reports in social sciences in general (Cohen, 1962; Chase & Chase, 1976;
Brewer & Owen, 1973; Daly & Hexamer, 1983) and in efficacy studies
in particular.
The Appendix shows a cross-tabulation of the two possible situations
concerning the truth of Ho, i.e., Ho is true or false, and the two possible
decisions regarding the sample data, i.e., rejecting or accepting Ho.
Since Cohen’s handbook on statistical power analysis (1969, rev. ed.
1977), for most current statistical tests it has been relatively easy to estimate the risk of a false decision in accepting the false null hypothesis
(6) or the chance of making a right decision in rejecting the false null
hypothesis (1-p). This complementary chance (1-p) is called the statistical
power of the significance test: the chance to demonstrate that an existing
treatment effect is statistically significant.
We believe that statistical power or the lack of it is a serious problem
in most, if not all, efficacy studies on the treatment of aphasic patients.
Statistical power is dependent on three research parameters: sample
size (IV), significance level ((Y), and effect size. For these parameters, the
following relations to the statistical power hold. The larger the sample
size, the easier it is to demonstrate (therapy) effects, and consequently
the greater the statistical power; the higher the significance level CX,e.g.,
(Y = .lO instead of .05, the easier it is to reach statistical significance,
and consequently the greater the statistical power; and, finally, the larger
the effect, the easier it is to demonstrate it, and consequently the greater
the statistical power other things being equal (Cohen, 1977). We have
reasons to believe that statistical power is problematic in most efficacy
studies on aphasia, since (Y is rarely allowed to be higher than the conventional 5%, sample sizes in efficacy studies are generally small and
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treatment effects are assumed to be relatively small. Thus the conclusion
that language therapy for aphasic patients is ineffective (i.e., accepting
the null hypothesis) might be due to a lack of statistical power to demonstrate statistically the improvement
of the language proficiency of
aphasic patients.
In order to empirically support our supposition that the statistical power
is problematic in efficacy studies, we analyzed the studies mentioned above
(Table 1) by estimating the statistical power of their significance tests,
i.e., the chance of these tests to demonstrate presumed therapy effects
as statistically significant effects (the chance of rightly rejecting the null
hypothesis).

Statktical Power in the Eficacy Studies
In 26 of the 35 studies mentioned in Table 1, some kind of statistical
evaluation of treatment effects was used. The other 9 studies confined
themselves to mere description (e.g., Beyn & Shokhor-Trotskaya,
1956;
Prins & van Steenbrugge, 1981), clinical evaluation of progress (e.g.,
Butfield & Zangwill, 1946; Godfrey & Douglas, 1959; Leischner & Linck,
1967), or counts of patients who made progress (e.g., Marks et al., 1957;
Sands et al., 1969). The number of studies was further reduced by the
fact that a few of them did not report the information
needed for our
analysis, i.e., statistical test used and sample size’ (Wertz et al., 1981;
Sarno & Levita, 1979; Rose et al., 1976). A few other studies used
statistical tests Cohen (1977) did not provide power tables for and which
were not comparable to tests described in Cohen (1977). Thus 19 studies
remained for which statistical power was estimated. Statistical power was
only estimated for tests evaluating the efficacy of treatment effects. Statistical tests employed to evaluate correlations between such factors as
age and time postonset or to evaluate initial differences between treatment
groups were excluded. In the 19 studies, 405 (!) statistical tests were
conducted whose statistical power could be estimated. The number of
statistical tests per study ranged from 1 (Wiegel-Crump,
1976) to 123
(Richters et al., 1976). We estimated the statistical power for F tests
(analysis of variance and covariance), x2 tests, t tests for dependent and
independent samples, Kruskall-Wallis
tests, Mann-Whitney
U tests, Wil’ Essential information about the (statistical) evaluation of research outcomes is often
not reported. Such a lack of information makes the evaluation hard to judge. It would be
desirable that research reports, in which statistical tests are described, contain at least
information about the sample size, the statistical test used, and the significance level that
is presumed. Information about the assumed-effect size and consequently the statistical
power of the test would complete all necessary information for a good appreciation of
significance tests involved.
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coxon tests, tests for Pearson’s correlation, sign tests, and Fisher’s exact
tests.3
In order to calculate the statistical power of the significance tests, it is
necessary to presume a certain effectiveness of the language therapy. Since
we could not know the precise effect size, we followed Cohen’s tri-partition
and estimated the statistical power of the tests for three hypothetical
situations, assuming small treatment effects, medium effects, and large
effects. Furthermore, we took the conventional 5% level as significance
level. In Table 2, separate results are listed for directional tests, i.e., tests
used for both one- and two-tailed testing (e.g., t test), and for nondirectional tests, i.e., tests generally not used for testing against a specified
direction of the difference between H,, and H, (e.g., F test). For directional
tests, we assumed one-tailed testing, which is more powerful than twotailed.
Table 2 shows the distribution
of the statistical power of over 400
significance tests (273 directional and 132 nondirectional tests) given small,
medium, or large treatment effects. This table should be read as follows.
Twenty-six (i.e., 9.5%) of the directional significance tests had a power
in the range O-.10 to demonstrate small treatment effects; 122 had a
power in range .ll-.20.
This means that 54.2% (26 + 122) of the directional tests had a power of .20 or less to demonstrate presumed small
effects. Presuming medium effects, 21 (i.e., 15.9%) of the nondirectional
tests had a power between .ll and .20; 26 tests had a power between .21
and .30. This means that 35.6% (21 + 26) of the nondirectional
tests
had a power of .30 or less to demonstrate medium effects.
A large number of significance tests lacked the statistical power to reject
the null hypothesis, i.e., to show (existing) treatment effects as statistically
significant. About 99.6% of the directional significance tests had a power
of .40 or less to demonstrate a small although real treatment effect, which
indicated a possible Type II error (p-error) of .60 or higher! The same
held true for all (100%) of the nondirectional
tests. About 35.9% of the
directional tests and 63.6% of the nondirectional tests had a 50-50 chance
or less to demonstrate a presumed medium effect. Only large treatment
effects seemed to have a more or less acceptable chance (>.80) to be
demonstrated as statistically significant. In the case of large treatment
effects, 64.1% (i.e., 100 - 35.9) of the directional tests had a power
larger than .80, the same held true for 42.4% (i.e., 100 - 57.6) of the
nondirectional
tests.
Cohen has proposed a convention for an acceptable level of p-error
3 For nonparametric tests, Siegel (1956) reports the relative power efficiency. For example,
according to Siegel (1956) the Mann-Whitney
U test, for which Cohen (1977) does not
report power tables, has a relative power efficiency of 95.5% related to its parametric
counterpart, the I test, for which Cohen does report power tables.

.20
.30
.40
so
.60
.70
.80
.90
.OO

100%

1

273

9.5
54.2
95.2
99.6

%
cum

26
122
112
12

n

Small

273

8
43
34
13
49
1
2s
90
10

n

%
cum
2.9
18.7
31.1
35.9
53.8
54.2
63.4
96.3
100%

Medium

273

11
1
40
10
36
48
127

n

Large

4.0
4.4
19.0
22.7
35.9
53.5
100%

%
cum

132

78
28
15
10

n

Small

59.1
80.3
91.7
100%

%
cum

Note. Cum, cumulative percentage; n, number of tests with a statistical power in a certain range.

Total

.ll.21.31.41.51.61.71.81.91-l

o- .lO

Statistical
power

Effect size:

Directional tests

132

21
26
28
9
12
7
1
4
24

n

%
cum

tests

15.9
35.6
56.8
63.6
72.7
78.0
78.8
81.8
100%

Medium

Nondirectional

TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTIONOF SKNIFICANCETESTS AT DLFFERENTLEVELS OF STATKTICAL POWER AT CY= 5%

132

6
13
19
23
15
16
40

n

Large

4.5
14.4
28.8
46.2
57.6
69.7
100%

%
cum
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TABLE
3
(M) STATISTICAL POWER AND PERCENTAGES OF SIGNIFICANCE TESTS THAT MET
CRITERION OF COHEN (>.SO),
ASSUMING SMALL, MEDIUM,
AND LARGE EFFECTS

THE

Effect size
Small

Medium

Large

Statistical power

M

>.80

M

>.80

M

>.so

Directional tests
(one-tailed), n = 273
Nondirectional tests,
n = 132

.18

0.4%

.60

36.6%

.83

64.1%

.13

0.0%

.48

21.2%

.74

42.4%

(and thus l-/3, the statistical power), which is .20, i.e., a power of .80,
and in doing so he already considered p-errors four times less serious
than a-errors. If we summarize our results accordingly, we find that,
assuming small effects, only 0.4% of the directional and none of the
nondirectional
tests met this convention. Even considering medium or
large effects, only 36.6%, or 64.1%, respectively, of the one-tailed directional and 21.2% or 42.4%, respectively, of the nondirectional
significance tests had a power of .80 or more (see Table 3). Table 3 also shows
the mean power of the statistical tests, given the three hypothetical situations of small, medium, or large effects.
The mean statistical power of the significance tests was low (medium
effects) to very low (small effects). Only when we assume large treatment
effects did the mean power (closely) reach the conventionally
required
.80. For the directional tests, the mean power for large effects was .83
and for the nondirectional
tests .74.
These unsatisfactory results could be biased by a few studies with numerous significance tests with extremely low statistical power. To check
for this kind of bias, we calculated the mean power per study. The mean
of these “means per study” could be considered an unbiased estimate of
the mean power of the significance tests, since a study with only one
significance test (e.g., Wiegel-Crump,
1976) and a study with more than
100 tests (e.g., Richters et al., 1976) both have the same weight in calculating the mean statistical power. For both directional and nondirectional tests, Table 4 reports the “unbiased” mean power. Ten studies
exclusively used directional tests, six exclusively used nondirectional tests,
and three studies used both types. The tests of these latter three studies
have been divided over the directional and nondirectional
tests.
Table 4 shows that there is little bias toward underestimating
the mean
power of the tests. Reducing the influence of studies with large numbers
of tests demonstrated similar estimates of the mean power as reported in
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TABLE 4
PERSTUDY ASSUMING SMALL, MEDIUM,
A SIGNIFICANCELEVEL (a) OF 5%

AND

LARGE EFFECTSAND

Studies

Small

Medium

Large

N

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

,150
.093
.147
.I65
.194
.loo
.140
.lOO
.495
,186
.120
.308
.170

30
.198
.430
520
.742
,320
.400
.280
.760
.550
.390
.860
.520

.913
.365
.700
.840
,939
.600
,720
.530
.950
.796
,690
990
,850

3
12
27
12
123
1
16
14
2
34
10
18
1

.182

.502

.760

273

Vignolo (1964)
Sam0 et al. (1970)
Sparks et al. (1974)
Basso et al. (1975)
Basso et al. (1979)
Meikle et al. (1979)
Shewan and Kertesz (1984)
Hartman and Landau (1987)
Prins et al. (1989)

.089
.070
.060
.218
.360
.080
.094
.087
.185

.405
.190
.150
.938
,990
.270
.373
.313
.701

.766
.430
.320
,990
.990
.640
,723
.632
,928

14
12
6
12
12
2
57
6
11

Mean of the “means per study”
(nondirectional)

.138

.481

.713

132

Vignolo (1964)
Sam0 et al. (1970)
Hagen (1973)
Holland and Sonderman (1974)
Richters et al. (1976)
Wiegel-Crnmp (1976)
Dordain and Normand (1981)
Van Steenbrngge and Prins (1981)
Aten et al. (1982)
David et al. (1982)
Helm-Estabrooks et al. (1982)
Lincoln et al. (1984)
Shewan and Kertesz (1984)

Mean of the “means per study”
(directional)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Note. N, The number of significance tests.

Table 3. For large effects, the estimated mean power even was a little
lower (directional:
.76 versus .83; nondirectional:
.71 versus .74).
Table 4 also illustrates a large variation in statistical power. For example, to detect large effects statistical power ranged from below .40 (i.e.,
Sarno et al., 1970; Sparks et al., 1974) to above .90 (i.e., Lincoln et al.,
1984; Prins et al., 1989; Basso et al., 1975,1979; Aten et al., 1982; Richters
et al., 1976; Vignolo, 1964). However, none of the studies had a reasonably fair chance to detect small effects. Highest mean power for a study
was .495 (Aten et al., 1982) and this study could be considered exceptional.
One of the parameters mainly responsible for these disappointing results
is sample size. For several reasons, sample size is often small in efficacy
studies. To demonstrate the relation between sample size and statistical
power, we report the required sample size to reach the conventional power
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5

SAMPLE SIZE IN AN “AVERAGE”
EFFICACY STUDY AND REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE FOR STATISTICAL
POWER OF 20 OR .95, ASSUMING A ONE-TAILED
t TEST FOR INDEPENDENT SAMPLES WITH A
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF 5%.4

Effect
size

Statistical
power

Sample
size

Small

Average of the directional tests
p = 4a
p=Cl

,182
,800
.950

Reconstructed
Required
Required

23
310
542

Medium

Average of the directional tests
p = 4ff
p=Ct

,502
,800
,950

Reconstructed
Required
Required

30
50
87

Large

Average of the directional tests
p = 4a
p=l.l

,760
,800
.950

Reconstructed
Required
Required

18
20
35

Note. Required sample size pertains to each condition, experimental and control

of 80% or a power of 95% (i.e., considering CY-and p-errors equally
serious) pertaining to small, medium, and large effects (Table 5). These
estimates have been made in the case of a one-tailed t test for independent
samples with a significance level of 5%. To compare these required sample
sizes with the sample size in the studies mentioned here, we also estimated
the sample size that goes with the mean power we have observed for
directional tests as if they were all one-tailed t tests for independent
samples. In other words, we made a reconstruction of a hypothetical
situation: a researcher using a one-tailed t test for independent samples,
which has a statistical power equal to our estimated (“unbiased”)
mean
power for directional tests (cf. Table 4). The question is “what was the
size of the samples the researcher worked with?”
As Table 5 shows, there were sizeable deviations as to (reconstructed)
average sample size and the required sample size for acceptable statistical
power.
Studies designed to detect small treatment effects should have sample
sizes of at least about 300 for both the control and the experimental
group! If a researcher is only interested in medium or large effects, he
should study at least about 50 or 20, respectively, aphasic patients per
group (assuming a t test as the statistical evaluation of the treatment
effects).
4 Since the sample sizes reported for the different levels of effect size pertain to the same
“average” study, these sample sizes should be equal. As the reconstructed “average” study
is based on several different significance tests with different power curves, there is a slight
deviation between the sample sizes (18, 23, and 30).
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CONCLUSION
AND DISCUSSION
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated that very few efficacy
studies (3 of 35) have an adequate design to draw valid conclusions about
the efficacy of language therapy for aphasic patients. As far as we could
estimate, none of the studies had enough statistical power to detect small
therapy effects and only a few had enough power to detect medium and
large effects. The results of our analysis of efficacy studies put us in a
paradoxical situation. Considering the low power of the studies, how can
we explain the “significant” improvement
reported in so many of them?
Furthermore, a positive treatment effect might be explained by an invalid
design instead of a treatment effect, and a negative (i.e., no) treatment
effect might be due to insufficient statistical power.
How can we explain the “significant” improvement in so many studies?
One of the “explanations”
is that these researchers were just lucky. Despite low statistical power, researchers still have a chance to demonstrate
statistical significant effects. This chance, of course, depends on the presumed size of the treatment effect. Even if we assume that treatment is
not effective, some research will “prove” the effectiveness of language
therapy, namely, the 5% of the researchers who make the a-error (Type
I error). But chance does not explain all of it. A few other explanations
should be kept in mind.
Capitalizing on chance might be one of the explanations. If there is no
effect to be expected, conducting 100 significance tests gives about five
significant outcomes just by chance, if small effects are to be expected
about 13 to 18 tests will lead to statistically significant results (cf. nondirectional and directional tests in Table 4). It is very tempting to focus
on these significant outcomes and overlook the remaining nonsignificant
results.
Publication selection by the researchers themselves or by journal editors
might be another explanation for the “paradoxical”
situation. Reporting
on “nonsignificant”
results seems less useful or interesting than reporting
on significant ones. A lot of research output might thus remain unpublished (Sterling, 1970; Lykken, 1970). This means that against every investigation with significant results, there are numerous ones with nonsignificant results. We can only speculate on the rate of published and
unpublished studies.
Furthermore, significant results might be due to prior invalid choices
in the investigation, such as a weak design and the use of invalid rating
scales, or to the contamination
of interests. For example, the patients’
therapists or relatives who have to rate the progress of the patient are
(unconsciously) liable to be biased (e.g., “effort justification”).
The other issue concerns the doubt on the part of researchers and their
critics. Doubt about the efficacy of language therapy finds a fertile soil
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in the research reported. Positive results can be explained by (e.g.) weak
designs, and negative results (i.e., no treatment effect) are suspicious
because of the low statistical power of the studies. We deliberately chose
to focus on two contrasting perspectives on internal validity to avoid being
pushed in either direction in the discussion about the effectiveness of
language therapy. Our conclusion as to the efficacy of language therapy
can only be doubt. The main point of this paper is that conducting further
research of the kind conducted in the past few decades is very unlikely
to resolve the question of the efficacy of language therapy for aphasics.
Research outcomes pro and con can easily be rejected or doubted on the
basis of a lack of internal validity. One might say that an efficacy study
is as good as its worst methodological
decision.
Of course, research on difficult matters like aphasia only progresses
very slowly. Researchers, however, should optimize progress by increasing
the internal validity of their efficacy studies.
One might question whether aphasiology is theoretically explicit enough
to allow for efficacy studies. We still know very little about which treatment might be effective on what modality of language use for whom and
why. One might argue that efficacy studies are premature. In the long
run, theoretical, psycholinguistic,
and/or neurolinguistic
research might
be of greater value for improving the language proficiency of aphasic
patients than efficacy studies conducted in a relatively poor theoretical
environment,
Nonetheless, efficacy studies themselves could be less ambiguous with
respect to internal validity, as we demonstrated on (just) two points.
Stronger research designs with better control of treatments and larger
random samples, divided randomly into a control and an experimental
group, are necessary to arrive at less ambiguous outcomes. We are well
aware that these research conditions are difficult to establish, but they
are a prerequisite for unambiguous research. If one cannot establish these
conditions, one should seriously consider refraining from further efficacy
studies and investing energy and money in more theoretically oriented,
small-scale research in which experimental effects are supposedly much
larger than the treatment effects in efficacy studies,
APPENDIX

Four possible situations following a decision about the null hypothesis
on the basis of sample data (accepting or rejecting) are shown on the
following page.
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& is true

In the population
& is false

H accepted

Right decision
(1 - 4

Type II error
(P)

H,, rejected

Type I error
(4

Right decision
(1 - P)

In the sample
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